
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Spring half term 1 
Introduction 

This newsletter gives an overview of what is being taught in each subject for every year group and gives 
suggestions for how parents can support the learning of our students. 
 
If you have any general questions, please contact Mrs Lee. If you have questions relating to the 
curriculum of a particular subject, please direct them to the member of staff detailed below: 

 
Key Stage 3 (Year 7-9): 
Art:     Miss Lovell   l.lovell@arkvictoria.org  
Computer Science:   Mr Singh   r.singh@arkvictoria.org  
Drama:    Mr Hopson   l.hopson@arkvictoria.org  
DT:     Mrs Bennett   b.bennett@arkvictoria.org  
English:    Mr Cooper   d.cooper@arkvictoria.org  
French:    Miss Souli   h.souli@arkvictoria.org  
Geography:    Miss Addy   s.addy@arkvictoria.org  
History:    Mr Pritchard   a.pritchard@arkvictoria.org  
Maths:     Mrs Sehejpal  t.sehejpal@arkvictoria.org  
Music:     Miss Ayling   l.ayling@arkvictoria.org   
 
Personal development  Mrs Turner  h.turner@arkvictoria.org  
PE:     Miss Coughlan   s.coughlan@arkvictoria.org  
RS:     Mr Nore   a.nore@arkvictoria.org  
Science:    Mrs Rashid   s.rashid@arkvictoria.org  
General enquiries  Mrs Lee   l.lee@arkvictoria.org  
 

Key Stage 4 (Year 10-11): 
Art:     Miss Lovell   l.lovell@arkvictoria.org  
Business Studies  Mr Nandi  m.nandi@arkvictoria.org  
Computer Science:   Mr Singh   r.singh@arkvictoria.org  
Creative I-Media  Mr Singh   r.singh@arkvictoria.org  
Drama:    Mr Hopson   l.hopson@arkvictoria.org  
DT:     Mrs Bennett   b.bennett@arkvictoria.org  
English:    Mr Cooper   d.cooper@arkvictoria.org  
French:    Miss Souli   h.souli@arkvictoria.org  
Geography:    Miss Addy   s.addy@arkvictoria.org  
History:    Mr Pritchard   a.pritchard@arkvictoria.org  
Maths:     Mrs Sehejpal  t.sehejpal@arkvictoria.org  
Music:     Miss Ayling   l.ayling@arkvictoria.org   
Personal development  Mrs Turner  h.turner@arkvictoria.org  
PE:     Miss Coughlan   s.coughlan@arkvictoria.org  
RS:     Mr Nore   a.nore@arkvictoria.org  
Science:    Mrs Rashid   s.rashid@arkvictoria.org  
General enquiries  Mrs Lee   l.lee@arkvictoria.org  
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Year 7 Curriculum 
Art: J V Scarpace 
In Year 7, pupils will continue to explore the work of 
Vincent J Scarpace, an artist who is best known for his 
abstract fish art and will focus on the formal elements 
of colour and texture. Colour theory and mixing 
colour combinations with be explored and painting 
skills will be learnt to allow students to create bright 
colours and exotic fish for their final pieces. Marks will 
be investigated to show the mood and movement of the 
fish in their environment. 

  
 
How parents can get involved: 

• Ask your child about the colour wheel and how 
it helps them mix colours 

• Ask your child to describe the work of Vincent 
Scarpace and how it makes them feel. 

• Ask your child about which are primary, 
secondary and tertiary colours. 

• Encourage your child to colour in an image or 
in a colouring in book, to provide your child 
with an opportunity to develop coordination 
and practice hand motor skills. 

 

Computer Science:  
Pupils will learn how computers use binary to represent 
all data. Pupils will learn how bits and bytes are 
calculated, how to convert from binary to denary and 
vice versa. In addition to this, pupils will learn how to 
calculate two 8-bit binary numbers and how to convert 
from denary to hexadecimal. 
 
How parents can get involved: Ask your child 

• How is storage measured in a digital device?  

• What is a bit? How many bits are there in a nibble? 
How many bits are there in a byte?  

• Why is hexadecimal called base 16 if the largest 
number is 15? 

 

Drama 
Pupils will be building on the physical skills learnt last 
half-term, whilst applying them to the characters of a 
Melodrama. During this unit they will learn about stock 
characters of a Melodrama as well as writing their own 
melodramatic scripts and performing them to an 
audience. 

 
How parents can get involved: 

• Ask your children to name all the main 
characters of Melodrama 

• Ask them to perform a melodramatic sequence 
to music to practice confidence, expression and 
exaggeration 

 

Design and Technology 
Textiles: Pupils will be designing and making an 'Ugly 
Doll’ style product. This half-term, students will focus 
on analysing existing products to gather ideas for their 
own designs and learning how to generate a range of 
design ideas that avoid design fixation using techniques 
such as free hand sketching. They will also be learning 
the following textile techniques: 

- Tie-dye 
- Applique 

 
How parents can get involved: 

• Ask your child about what they will be 
designing and making in DT 

• Ask your child what ideas they have for their 
product 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
English: Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream 
“To say the truth, reason and love keep little company 

together nowadays.” (Bottom, Act 3 Scene 1) 

Shakespeare’s play A Midsummer Night’s Dream is set 
in the city of Athens and in a forest beyond the city’s 
wall. Pupils will learn about 
characters such as Puck, 
Lysander and Oberon and 
study themes such as 
transformation and jealousy. 

How parents can get involved: 

• Ask your child about the characters in the 
play, and who their favourite character is and 
why 

• Ask your child about the themes in the play 

French: Mes gouts (my likes and dislikes) 
Pupils will continue to develop their understanding and 
knowledge of phonics, and will focus on expressing their 
likes and dislikes. Pupils will learn how to express 
positive and negative opinions and how to justify those. 
Emphasis will continue to be on listening and speaking 
skills. 
 

How parents can get involved: 

• Ask your child to explain to you what an opinion 
verb is in French. 

• Support them with developing/consolidating their 
knowledge through the 
use of the All-in 
homework platform 

 

 
 
 
 



 

 
Geography: Resources and trade 
This half term students will be studying the topic 
‘Resources and Trade’. By tracking the movement of 
resources across the globe, students gain an 
appreciation of how countries develop economically. 
Students then 
narrow in, studying  
how the UK economy 
is currently 
influenced by trade, 
along with its historic 
involvement. 
 
How parents can get involved: 

• Parents can encourage students to read 
around how trade strengthens the economy – 
particularly in LICs. 

• Parents can ask students where different 
products are from and why that may be the 
case. 

• Parents can ask students how trade improves 
infrastructure.  

 

History 
Students will begin the half term by examining the story 
of Alexios I, emperor of Constantinople 
during the First Crusade. Students will 
answer the question ‘How did Alexios’ 
empire survive’. Students will see how the 
conflict emerged in the Holy Land and the 
external threats to the Byzantine Empire.  
 
How parents can get involved: 

• Parents can encourage students to read around 
the First Crusade using KS3 BBC bitesize or 
create a timeline of events of the First Crusade.  

 
Mathematics:  
Students will be studying the topic of 2D geometry, this 
will be broken into subsections looking at angles, 
classifying 2D shapes and constructing quadrilaterals 
and triangles. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

How parents can get involved:   

• Support pupils’ use of Hegarty maths, create a 
set timetable where pupils will work through 
tasks for mathematics. Look for 2D shapes in 
the real world. Make sure pupils have 
compasses and protractors in their stationary 
kits. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Music: The Power of the Pentatonic 
In this unit, students will explore pentatonic scales and 
successful melody writing, develop their vocal 
technique, and acquire a solid keyboard playing 
technique.   
Throughout the unit, pupils will learn to play ‘Amazing 
Grace’ on the keyboard accurately, fluently and with 
expression and be able to compose a pentatonic melody 
in simple triple time that has a balanced     4-bar 
question and answer phrase.  

How parents can get involved: 

•  Ask your child to name the notes of the keyboard. 

• Ask your child to name the notes of the Pentatonic 
scale they are learning. 

• Ask your child to play ‘Amazing Grace’.  
 
PE 
Pupils will develop their confidence in either 
Badminton or Table Tennis. In Badminton, they will 
develop their footwork on court, backhand flick 
service, overhead clear and general understanding of 

the game. In Table Tennis, they will develop their 
forehand and backhand push and their service as well 
as understanding scoring and developing control when 

hitting. 

 

How parents can get involved: 

• Ensure that your child maintains a healthy 
lifestyle by exercising regularly (minimum of 
30 minutes exercise per day) 

• Exercise with your child, encourage them to 
walk to places where possible 

• 2 days of exercise should be moderate to high 
intensity, so they should  be getting out of 
breath, hot and sweaty from the activity. 

• Watch sport with them and discuss what you 
are watching 

• Try a new sport or physical activity 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Personal Development: 

This half term in Personal Development, pupils will be 
exploring a range of key topics to prepare them for the 
year ahead so that all of our pupils reflect our core 
values: ambition, resilience and kindness. 

Here is an overview of each week: 

Week 1: Pupils will be learning about what the 
different political parties stand for. 

Week 2: Students will learn the difference between left 
and right in politics, and why it matters to each 

individual and the country 

Week 3: Students will learn about the role of their local 
MP. 

Week 4: Pupils will think about any issues in their local 
community that they can address in their community 
project. 

Week 5: Pupils will start to plan their role within their 

community project. 

Week 6: Pupils will plan ways of raising awareness for 
their community project and they will deliver their 

project during this week. 

“Personal development is a 
powerful process that can enable 
deep, positive and lasting change 
in how we see ourselves and the 
world.” 

How parents can get involved: 

• Ask your child about what the role of their 
local MP is. 

• Ask your child about the issues they have 
identified within their local community. 

• Ask your child how they plan to support their 
local community. 

Religious studies: Christianity 
Pupils will learn about the New Testament of the Bible. 
They will come across stories and parables that may be 
familiar to them as well as key events in the life of Jesus 
such as: 

• The Last Supper 

• The Crucifixion 

• Resurrection 

How parents can get involved: 

• Ask your child about how Jesus is similar and 
different in Islam and Judaism 

• Ask your child how Christians see Jesus as an 
important person. Can they identify other 

important people in other religions? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Science: 
Reproduction 
This unit introduces pupils to 
their first specialised organ 
system, under the big idea 
‘characteristics are inherited’. 
Pupils will learn that all 
organisms reproduce and be 
introduced to some of the ways 
that different organisms do this. 
Pupils will learn about the role of 
the reproductive system in the 
onset of puberty, and have the opportunity to study 
some of the changes that take place. Pupils will study 
the menstrual cycle in enough detail to understand the 
different stages, before studying the process of 
reproduction in animals. Pupils will also develop an 
understanding of plant reproduction, learning how 
different plant structures are specialised to allow for 
pollination, fertilisation and germination.  

 
How parents can get involved: 

• Discuss the importance of bees for pollination 

• Find out together if twins can have ‘twin telepathy’ 

• Discuss how gardeners can use their knowledge of 
pollination to make plants that are different from 
their parent plant like the Carolina Reaper chilli 

 
Atoms, elements and compounds  
In this unit, pupils will 
continue to develop an 
accurate conceptual 
understanding of the nature 
of matter. This unit sits 
under the big idea of 
‘Structure Determines Properties’. Pupils will begin to 
understand that the properties of a substance are 
directly linked to the type and arrangement of particles 
that make it up. 
Here, pupils are introduced to the fundamental 

language used to describe substances and the particles 

that make them. They will learn about and be able to 

define atoms, elements, compounds and molecules. 

Pupils will begin to recognise different types of atoms 

by learning about the periodic table and its structure. 

They will study metals and non-metals and their 

general properties. This unit will introduce pupils to 

compounds and how to recognise a chemical reaction 

by observation. Pupils will also learn about the hazard 

symbols, what these can tell us about the substances 

they are assigned to, and how to treat these substances 

to minimise the risk to health. 

How parents can get involved: 
• Play spot the element with everyday objects 

and scenarios 

• Show the safety warnings on household 
chemicals like bleach 

• Watch the YouTube channel periodic videos 
together for an element of your choice and 

discover the story of certain elements of 

your choice 



 

Year 8 Curriculum 

Art: Portraiture 
In Year 8, pupils will build on the topic of Portraiture. 
They have drawn facial features and learnt the 
proportions of the face. This half term, students will 
start their own portrait drawing as part of their Art 
assessment. Students will build 
on knowledge learnt and apply 
a range of tones to show the 
contour of the face they are 
drawing. 
 
How parents can get involved: 

• Ask your child about how using guidelines 
helps an artist to draw the facial features 
accurately. 

• Ask your child how the facial features link to 
each other when planning to draw the 
proportions of the face. 

• Encourage your child to draw an object in the 
house or a toy. Provide your child with an 
opportunity to develop coordination and 
practice hand motor skills. This task will help 
their handwriting presentation too. 

 

Computer Science  
This half term, pupils will learn about key hardware 
components inside a computer. Pupils will learn how 
the following key components work- 
➢ Central Processing Unit  
➢ Random Access Memory (Primary memory) 
➢ The motherboard 
➢ Graphics Cards 
➢ Network Interface Cards 
➢ Hard disk drives and solid-state drives  
 
Pupils will be taught how all the above components 
come together to form a computer. Pupils will also be 
taught how a computer performance can be improved 
by upgrading certain components. 
 

How parents can get involved: Ask your child: 

• What computer components would you upgrade to 
improve a computer’s performance?  

• Why would you need to upgrade a hard disk drive? 
 

 
Drama 
This term, students will be looking at 
Role-play techniques through the 
fictional character of Jane. This unit 
introduces the students to PSHE by 
exploring issues including family 
relationships and bullying. Students 
will play a range of characters such as 
teachers, parents and news reporters to 
put themselves in the shoes of others. 
  
How parents can get involved: 

• Ask your children to write a diary entry from 
Jane’s perspective  

• Ask them to perform a monologue from Jane 
and put themselves in the character’s shoes 

 

 
 

 

Design and Technology 
Pupils will either be studying graphics or resistant 
materials this term as part of an 18-week project. 
These projects will develop their designing, 
drawing and making skills in each of the specialist 
areas. This half-term, students will be designing 
and making their final product.  
 
Graphics: Pupils will continue to learn about the 
op-art movement and how to create graphics that 
follow the three illusion principles. They will 
design their own op-art cube and make a three-
dimensional model using various drawing 
techniques. This half-term, students will design 
and make their final product using the skills they 
have learnt during the autumn term. They will also 
learn how to evaluate their own work and the work 
of others.  

 
 

How parents can get involved: 

• Ask your child what they thought about the 
work of Bridget Riley and to justify their 
opinions 

• Ask your child to tell you about the op-art 
movement and what type of op-art they like or 
dislike  

• Encourage your child to practise their 
drawing and rendering skills at home 

• Give your child feedback on their design tasks 
in their homework booklet. 

 
Resistant Materials: Pupils will be making their own 
mobile phone holder from timber. They will continue to 
use the techniques learnt in the autumn term to 
construct their final product. They will also learn how 
the laser cutter works and 
use it to enhance their 
designs.   
 
How parents can get 
involved: 

• Ask your child 
what wood finishes can be applied to timber 
to make a product look and function better 

• Ask your child what type of wood they have 
been using to make their products  

Ask your child what they are making in Design and 
Technology 

•  and how they have made it 

• Ask your child what the laser cutter does and 
the advantages of using one 

 
 
 
 



 

English: Shakespeare’s The Tempest 
Pupils will study Shakespeare’s final 
play, The Tempest, and will encounter 
characters such as Prospero, Caliban 
and Miranda. The play tells the story of 
an unfortunate shipwreck, includes a 
mysterious island and deals with 
themes such as justice. This will involve 
pupils improving their knowledge of Shakespearian 
drama and analysing colonial characters. 

How parents can get involved: 

• Ask your child about the characters in the 
play 

• Ask your child about whether they think 
Prospero is good/evil and their evidence for 

this 

French: Mon identité (my relationships) 
This half term, students will zoom in on talking about 
themselves and their relationships with family 
members. They will learn about the past tense 
formation and will be able to describe what they do with 
their family on weekends. 
 

How parents can get involved: 

• Ask your child to explain how to form the 
perfect tense to you 

• Encourage them to consolidate their 
knowledge through our homework platform 
All-in. 

 

Geography 
This half term, students will be investigating the 
changing global energy mix, learning why some 
countries lean towards non-renewable sources instead 
of renewables. Students will assess the impacts of these 
sources of energy, on the economy, 
people and the environment. Towards 
the end of the half term, they will zoom 
in and focus on a renewable leader. 
 
How parents can get involved: 

• Parents can ask students what 
the difference is between renewable and non-
renewable energy sources. 

• Parents can encourage students to research 
countries which have a high percentage of 
renewable energy sources and consider why 
this may be the case. 

 

History 
Students will be answering the enquiry question “to 
what extent did life change for British people during the 
Industrial Revolution?” Students will be examining the 
different causes of the Industrial 
Revolution and investigating how 
different social groups’ lives 
changed. Students will examine 
the lives of women and different 
social classes. 
 

How parents can get involved: 

• Parents can encourage students to use the KS3 
BBC Bitesize resources to delve further into the 
Industrial Revolution. Or take students to visit 
the ‘Back to Backs’ houses in Birmingham city 

centre to show students what the industrial 
houses were like in major cities.  

 
Mathematics 
In this unit pupils will be studying proportional 
reasoning, which will be broken down 
further into topics including a ratio 
review, real life graphs and rates of 
change and direct and inverse 
proportion. 
 

How parents can get involved: 

• Support pupils in their use of Hegarty maths, 
create timetables where certain times are 
allocated to mathematics. Look for proportion 
in real life such as in recipes and seashells. 

 
Music: The beauty of the Baroque 
In this unit, students will explore the relationship 
between melody and harmony, develop their keyboard 
skills and their ability to perform an independent line 
within a contrapuntal texture. Pupils will perform an 
independent musical line in an ensemble performance 
of Pachelbel’s Canon and 
compose new melodies to fit 
with Pachelbel’s ground bass 
and use these to create an 
original canon. 
 

How parents can get involved: 

• Ask your child the name 
the notes of the keyboard. 

• Ask your child who Pachebel was? 

• Ask your child to name you features of the 
ground bass. 

• Ask your child to play to you the ground bass of 
Pachebel’s Canon.  

 
PE 
Pupils will develop their confidence in either 
Badminton or Table Tennis. In Badminton they will 
develop their footwork on court, backhand flick service, 

overhead clear and general understanding of the game. 
In Table Tennis they will develop their forehand and 
backhand push and their service as well as 
understanding scoring and developing control when 

hitting. 

How parents can get involved: 

• Ensure that your child maintains a healthy 
lifestyle by exercising regularly (minimum of 
30 minutes exercise per day) 

• Exercise with your child, encourage them to 
walk to places where possible 

• 2 days of exercise should be moderate to high 
intensity, so they should be getting out of 
breath, hot and sweaty from the activity. 

• Watch sport with them and discuss what you 
are watching 

• Try a new sport or physical activity 



 

Personal Development: 

This half term in Personal Development, pupils will be 
learning about politics and the community. They will be 
learning about wider political issues, how their local MP 
supports the community and then they will be planning 
and delivering a community project in order to address 
an area of need that they have identified. 

Here is an overview of each week: 

Week 1: Pupils will be considering if there is such a 

thing as ‘human rights’ and what this might mean. 

Week 2: Students will consider why there is poverty in 
some countries and not others. 

Week 3: Students will learn about the role of their local 

MP. 

Week 4: Pupils will think about any issues in their local 
community that they can address in their community 

project. 

Week 5: Pupils will start to plan their role within their 
community project. 

Week 6: Pupils will plan ways of raising awareness for 
their community project and they will deliver their 
project during this week. 

 
 
 
“Personal development is a 
powerful process that can enable 

deep, positive and lasting change in how we see 
ourselves and the world.” 
 
How parents can get involved: 

• Ask your child about what the role of their local 
MP is. 

• Ask your child about the issues they have 
identified within their local community. 

• Ask your child how they plan to support their 

local community. 

Religious studies: History of Islam 
Pupils will learn about the 
history of Islam and how this 
started. Students will look at 
early Islamic history and the 
spread of Islam throughout the 
world.  

 
How parents can get involved: 

• Ask your child about how Islam might have 
spread after Prophet Muhammad.  

• Ask your child about key points in Islamic 
history and why it is important for Muslims 

today? E.g. The Night of Power 

 
 
 

Science: 
Changing Substances 

In this unit, pupils will learn about the nature of 

chemical reactions. They will learn to interpret a 

chemical equation which uses symbols, numbers and 

chemical formulae. Pupils will learn about the Law of 

Conservation of Mass and to balance an existing 

chemical equation. Finally, pupils will revisit some 

chemical reactions from the previous chemistry unit 

(Acids and Alkalis) to apply their learning about 

balancing equations to those reactions. 

This unit sits under the big idea 
‘Reactions Rearrange Matter’. 
Throughout this unit, pupils will 
examine the nature of chemical 
reactions and the equations we use to 
represent these, with an emerging 
understanding that in any chemical 
reaction the reactant atoms 
rearrange to form one or more new products. 
 
How parents can get involved: 

• Ask them why their bikes rust 

• Talk about why it is impossible to get a cake 
with a higher mass without adding extra 
ingredients 

 
Energy transfers 
This unit introduces pupils to the concept of energy 
under the big idea ‘energy is conserved’. Pupils are 
introduced to the language of energy; the different 
energy stores and being able to refer to changes in 
terms of emptying and filling stores and transfers. 
Pupils will apply this language to a wide range of 
observations both in the classroom and their everyday 
experiences.  

Pupils will be introduced to the law of conservation of 
energy, and the calculation of efficiency in simple 
energy transfers. They will learn about the difference 
between heat, temperature and thermal energy and also 
how we can measure these. Finally, pupils will 
investigate thermal insulators and conductors. 
How parents can get involved 

• Ask why puddles don’t boil 

• Discuss why it is not sensible to use a metal 
spoon to stir food in a hot pan.  

• Explain why we insulate our homes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Magnetism 
In this unit pupils will learn about the fundamentals of 
magnetism as a non-contact force. They will cover the 
different magnetic materials and the rules of attraction 
and repulsion. They will also learn about magnetic 
fields and their properties, including how to interpret 
and draw them.  

 
They will also learn the differences between 
permanent magnets and electromagnets, and how 
electromagnets can be turned on and off using simple 
circuits. They will also learn about 
the factors that affect the strength 
of an electromagnet and 
investigate these factors for 

themselves.  

Pupils will also learn the basics 
about how the Earth’s magnetic 
field functions because of the structure of the core and 
the difference between a geographic north pole and a 
magnetic north pole.  
 
How parents can get involved 

• Make a compass Bear Grylls style! 

• Discuss why we have the northern lights 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Year 9 Curriculum 

Art: Natural Forms 
In Year 9, pupils will be developing their understanding 
of the Art process and the assessment objective that will 
prepare them for our GCSE Fine Art course. They will 
investigate the theme of the Natural World and will 
complete a project using the 4 Learning Objectives 
recommended by exam boards.  
 

These are:  
AO1 – Exploring ideas and analysing the work of other 
artists 
AO2 – Refining and experimenting with materials and 
processes 
AO3 – Recording ideas through drawings and 
photographs 
AO4 – Responding to the theme with a final piece. 
 

This half term, pupils will focus on composition and 
develop their understanding of creating a balanced 
observational page. This will allow students to 
understand how to present 
work for AO3. Students will 
use mixed media to capture 
sections of insects and develop 
their own creative style. 
 
 
How parents can get involved: 

• Ask your child what formal elemenst are 
included for their successful composition 

• Ask your child what a viewfinder is and how 
an artist would use one. 

• Encourage your child to draw an object in the 
house, challenge them to draw the objects 
close up.  This will provide your child with an 
opportunity to develop coordination and 
practice hand motor skills. This task will help 
their handwriting presentation too. 

 

Computer Science  
This half term pupils will learn about different networks 
and how they operate. Pupils will be taught about the 
difference between a LAN and a WAN, network 
topologies, network hardware and the difference 
between a Peer-to-Peer network and a Client Server 
network. In addition to this they will also learn about 
different protocols used on networks and the internet.  
 

How parents can get involved: Ask your child: 

• What is the difference between the internet and the 
World Wide Web (WWW)?  

• What does the term “Bandwidth” mean?  

• Which is faster: a wireless or wired connection? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Drama 
Students will begin to study and perform scenes from 
the play Our Day Out by Willy Russell which follows 
a class of school children on a school trip. They will 
continue to improve their confidence, acting skills and 
oracy when performing extracts and characters from the 
text.  
 
How parents can get involved: 

• Ask your child about acting 
techniques and how to use 
characterisation 

• ‘Hot-seat' (interview) your 
child as one of the 

characters from the text 

 
 

Design and Technology 
(DT) 
Pupils will either be studying textiles or resistant 
materials this term. These projects will develop their 
designing, drawing and making skills in each of the 
specialist areas. If your child studied textiles last half-
term, they will be changing to RM this half-term and 
vice versa.  
 
Textiles: Pupils will be designing and making a tote bag 
in the style of the artist Hattie Stewart. This half-term 
students will focus on analysing the work of Hattie 
Stewart and designing their own illustration inspired by 
her work that can incorporated in their tote bag design. 
They will also be learning the following textile 
techniques: 

- Tie-dye 
- Pinning and tacking  
- Sewing machine skills 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How parents can get involved: 

• Ask your child about which techniques they 
used in their DT work 

• Ask your child about the work of Hattie Stewart 

Resistant Materials: Pupils will 
be learning basic workshop skills. 
They will be focusing on health 
and safety, using tools and 
equipment and how to cut and 
shape timber.  

 
How parents can get involved: 

• Ask your child what tools and equipment they 
have learnt to use 

• Ask your child what skills and techniques they 
have learnt in their DT lessons 

 
 



 

 
English: Andrea Levy’s Small Island 
This half-term, pupils will 
explore a new, diverse addition to 
the English curriculum. An 
opportunity to read/perform 
from the perspective of the 
Windrush generation; Caribbean 
immigrants who travelled to 
England in search of a new life and exciting 
opportunities. This is a new and exciting chance for 
pupils to analyse a different voice within the Literature 
canon, emphasising the celebration of differences and 
how all narratives matter.   
 
How parents can get involved: 

• Use the British Library online to explore the 
Windrush generation. 

• Read parts of the text online/MS Teams at 
home.  

 
French: Mes passe temps (leisure activities) 
This half term, pupils will focus on leisure activities. 
Pupils will learn how to talk about the sports/musical 
instruments they play, as well as what they do online. 
The grammatical focus will be on 
prepositions, adverbs of frequency 
(how often one does something) 
and times markers (when). Pupils 
will also re-visit the structure of 
the present and the perfect tense. 
 

How parents can get involved: 

• Ask your child to explain 
what they normally do online 

• Ask your child to explain how to form the 
perfect tense in French and give you some 
concrete examples 

• Help your child to consolidate their learning 
through revision on BBC Bitesize 

• Encourage them to consolidate their 
knowledge through our homework platform 
All-in. 

 
Geography 
This half term students will be learning about the global 
economy. They will learn about how global trade over 
the last few centuries has changed the level of 
interconnectedness between countries and the benefits 
which this may bring. 
Students will then zoom in 
and consider how 
globalisation has changed 
the economy along the 
coastal areas of China as 
well as the UK. 
 
How parents can get involved: 

• Parents can ask students how trade improves 
infrastructure. 

• Parents can encourage students to read 
around why China only began to industrialise 
in the last few decades. 

 
 
 

 
 

History 
Students will be examining 
the enquiry: “why did the 
inter-war years fail to keep 
the peace?” Students will 
explore and examine how 
the League of Nations and 
other measures put in place 
following the end of World 
War One failed to prevent 
World War 2. Students will 
explore the success and failures of the League of 
Nations, as well as the ins and outs of the rise of fascism 
in Germany in the 1920s-30s.  
 

How parents can get involved: 

• Encourage students to study the ‘Inter-war 
years classroom videos’ on BBC Bitesize.  

 

Mathematics: 
In this unit, pupils will be exploring graphical 
representations; this has been broken down into 
transforming 2D figures and Linear graphs. This will 
include: 

- Equation of a line 
- Gradients 
- Y intercepts 
- Plotting coordinates 
- Enlargement 
- Reflections 
- Rotations 
- Translations 

 
 

 
 

How parents can get involved:  

• Support pupils in using Hegarty maths, create 
a timetable where certain times are dedicated 
to maths. Squared/graph paper for them to 
practice on.  

 
Music: Film Music  
In this unit students are introduced to the world of film 
music, through playing motifs for heroes, villains, 
love stories and thrillers. Creating a tense piece of film 
underscore, students learn how to work in both 
orchestral and less common sound worlds. They learn 
how to employ dissonance, how to work more flexibly 
with tempo and tonality and explore instrumental/ 
vocal techniques to fully manipulate musical elements 
and reflect emotions and atmospheres. 
 

How parents can get involved: 

• Ask your child how mood and atmosphere is 
created through music in film. 

• Ask your child what a Leitmotif is and how 
these are used to portray character. 

• Ask your child about orchestral forces they 
could use in a particular piece of film music.  

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
PE 
Pupils will develop their confidence in either 
Badminton or Handball. In Badminton they will 
develop their Smash technique, net shots and underarm 

service as well as their understanding of the game. In 
Handball students will learn how to jump shoot, 
defensive block and defensive positioning and basic 

tactics and strategies associated with game play. 

 
 
 
 

How parents can get involved: 
• Ensure that your child maintains a healthy 

lifestyle by exercising regularly (minimum of 
30 minutes exercise per day) 

• Exercise with your child, encourage them to 
walk to places where possible 

• 2 days of exercise should be moderate to high 
intensity, so they should be getting out of 
breath, hot and sweaty from the activity. 

• Watch sport with them and discuss what you 
are watching 

• Try a new sport or physical activity 

Personal Development: 
This half term in Personal Development, pupils will be 
learning about politics and the community. They will be 
learning about wider political issues, how their local MP 
supports the community and then they will be planning 
and delivering a community project in order to address 
an area of need that they have identified. 

Here is an overview of each week: 

Week 1: Pupils will be learning about what freedom of 

speech means and how this applies to our society. 

Week 2: Students will learn about how the media 
affects politics. 

Week 3: Students will learn about the role of their local 

MP. 

Week 4: Pupils will think about any issues in their local 
community that they can address in their community 

project. 

Week 5: Pupils will start to plan their role within their 
community project. 

Week 6: Pupils will plan ways of raising awareness for 
their community project and they will deliver their 
project during this week. 

“Personal development is a 
powerful process that can enable 

deep positive and lasting change in 
how we see ourselves and the 

world.” 

 

 
 
How parents can get involved: 

• Ask your child about what the role of their 
local MP is. 

• Ask your child about the issues they have 
identified within their local community. 

• Ask your child how they plan to support their 
local community. 

Religious studies: Philosophy and Ethics 
Pupils will learn about key philosophers such as 
Descartes, Plato and other key 
thinkers who have changed the 
way we perceive the world. 
Students will be able to 
evaluate theories and put them into practice based on 
different religious beliefs. Students will also learn about 
key ethical dilemmas presented by situation ethics and 
utilitarianism.   
 
How parents can get involved: 

• Ask your child to explain how they make 
ethical choices in their everyday life 

• Challenge your child to give reasons for their 
opinions, based on what they have learnt in 

lessons 

Science: 
Introduction to Quantitative Chemistry 
In this unit, pupils will be introduced to quantitative 
chemistry. To begin with, pupils will encounter state 
symbols for the first time, and these will be used within 
equations throughout this unit and going forward.  

 
From here, pupils will begin with calculation of 
relative atomic mass and formula mass. The mole is 
introduced here, described in simple terms, and pupils 
will be taught to relate number of moles with the 
relative atomic and formula mass. Pupils will also be 
introduced to the term ‘concentration’ and will be able 
to calculate concentration given mass and volume. 
This will include the conversion between cm3 and dm3. 
The concept of uncertainty will be introduced for the 
first time here. Finally, pupils will study the process to 
prepare a soluble salt.  

How parents can get involved: 

• Ask your child the rules of rearranging 
equations 

• Tell them where you use concentrated 
solutions 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
Energy transfers 
This unit introduces pupils to the concept of energy 

under the big idea ‘energy is conserved’. Pupils are 

introduced to the language of energy; the different 

energy stores and being able to refer to changes in terms 

of emptying and filling stores and transfers. Pupils will 

apply this language to a wide range of observations both 

in the classroom and their everyday experiences. 

Pupils will be introduced to the law of conservation of 

energy, and the calculation of efficiency in simple 

energy transfers. They will learn about the difference 

between heat, temperature and thermal energy and also 

how we can measure these. Finally, pupils will 

investigate thermal insulators and conductors. 

How parents can get involved 

• Ask why puddles don’t boil 

• Discuss why it is not sensible to use a metal 
spoon to stir food in a hot pan.  

• Explain why we insulate our homes 

 
 
Movement and pressure 
In this unit, pupils will be introduced to speed as a 

measure of how much distance is covered in a given 

time and be able to calculate speed using these values. 

They will also be introduced to changing speeds, 

including relative motion and acceleration as the rate 

of change of speed. Pupils will also cover how to draw 

and interpret distance-time graphs and calculate 

speed from these.  

This unit also covers the fundamental ideas of pressure, 
including applications of pressure where high pressure 
and low pressure are required, and the equation used to 
calculate it. 
 
How parents can get involved: 

• Discuss the issues what happens as you put 
your foot on the gas pedal as you accelerate a 
car 

• Discuss why lying on a bed of nails will not 
hurt you 

 
 
 
  



 

 

KS4 Curriculum 

 
 
How parents can get involved: 

• Check the specifications for the subjects that your 
child is studying 

• Ask your child to show you their MS Teams pages 
for each subject 

• Direct your child to use GCSEPOD, Seneca and 
BBC Bitesize 

• Ensure that your child is revising at home and 
undertaking independent learning 

• Test your child on what they have been learning 

• Contact your child’s teachers if you have any 
questions 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Subject Exam Board 

GCSE English Language AQA 

GCSE English Literature AQA 

GCSE Combined Science  AQA 

GCSE Biology AQA 

GCSE Chemistry AQA 

GCSE Physics  AQA 

GCSE Geography AQA 

GCSE Maths EDEXCEL 

GCSE Business Studies EDEXCEL 

GCSE Computer Science OCR 

GCSE Drama EDEXCEL 

GCSE Music OCR 

GCSE French EDEXCEL 

GCSE History EDEXCEL 

GCSE R.S. Spec B EDEXCEL 

GCSE Art and Design:  Fine Art OCR 

GCSE Art and Design:  3D Design – product design  OCR 

Sports Studies  OCR 

Creative I-Media OCR 

Functional Skills Maths EDEXCEL 

Functional Skills English EDEXCEL 

Functional Skills ICT EDEXCEL 

Entry Level Certificate Science AQA 

Personal Development and Employability Skills Princes Trust 



 

Year 10 Curriculum 

Core subjects 
English Literature: Macbeth 
Pupils will study Shakespeare’s play about a Scottish 
nobleman and his wife who murder their king for his 
throne, charts the extremes of ambition and guilt. 
Pupils will study themes such as 
kingship and ambition and will 
explore symbolism and motifs in 
the text.  They will continue to 
analyse the characters, themes 
and writer’s messages before 
completing an exam response in 
the form of an essay. They will 
analyse across the text and 
immerse themselves in the 
writer's ideas and messages within 
the characters.  
 
How parents can get involved: 

• This exam will need pupils to memorise and revise 
quotations. Help them with this by testing their 
quote analysis, 

• Listen to the following podcast with your child:  

• https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zgq3dmn  
• Read the play. A copy of it is in your child’s MS 

Teams English group.  
 

English Language: Viewpoints and Perspectives 
(Paper 2, Reading section) 
Pupils will be asked to read and write excellent 
examples of non-fiction writing. This term is about 
exploring unseen texts and replicating the methods for 
effect.  Pupils will need to pay attention to their sentence 
structures and the art of building conceptual images 
within their writing. Pupils 
will engage with a variety of 
non-fiction structures and 
different purposes. This 
term will be about analysing 
these approaches for 
meaning. 
 
How parents can get involved: 

• This exam has a short time limit, so practicing 
non-fiction writing at home is crucial.   

• Read and explore engaging non-fiction stories 
with your child.  

• Check the SpArk English page for excellent 
workbooks.  

 
Maths Foundation tier: Number 
This half term, pupils will be focusing on proportional 
reasoning, fractions, decimals and percentages.  
Pupils will be looking at a variety of exam style 
questions for these topics and looking at what the 
question is asking & what they need to do solve the 
problem.  
 
Pupils will also be looking at types of angles, angle facts, 
angles in parallel lines and interior/exterior angles. 
There are exam questions where pupils are expected to 
form equations based on their angle’s knowledge, so 

pupils will be revisiting skills learnt in the Autumn 
Term. 
How parents can get involved: 

• Using Hegarty Maths to practice and build 
confidence with these skills. They can watch 
videos and answers questions on these topics 
online. 

• Remind pupils to revise for end of unit tests 

Maths Higher tier: 
This half term, pupils will be focusing on mainly the 
number and shapes aspect of the GCSE course. 
 
Pupils will be focusing on fractions, percentages and 
multiplicative reasoning. Pupils will focus on looking at 
multipliers when calculating with percentages. For the 
higher tier pupils, there will be a huge emphasis on 
focusing on AO3 style questions once their skills have 
been embedded. 
 
Pupils will then move onto 
transformations during this term. They 
will be looking at rotations, reflections, 
translations and enlargements with 
negative and fractional scale factors. 
 
How parents can get involved: 

• Using Hegarty Maths to practice and build 
confidence with these skills. They can watch 

videos and answer questions on these topics 
online. 

• Remind pupils to revise for end of topic tests 

Combined Sciences: Biology: Plants and 
material cycling  

Pupils will study how plants transport water, minerals 
and glucose through the ideas of active transport, 
osmosis, diffusion and transpiration. They will then 
look at how roots, stems and leaves work together for 
these processes.  The water cycle and the carbon cycle 
will be studied in detail so that students can appreciate 
how water and carbon can be transported to various 
different aspects of life for survival. 

Students will then study plant diseases and will be able 
to compare this to animal diseases. 

How parents can get involved: 

• Discuss how gardeners protect their plants 
from getting diseases 

• Talk about how you can grow certain plants in 
certain countries far better than in this 
country. 

• Talk about why a potato plant disease led to 
the potato famine in 
Ireland, which led to 
mass migration of Irish 
people to America in the 
1800s. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zgq3dmn


 

 

Chemistry: Extraction of Metals 
Pupils will continue to study the link between the 
reactivity series and how we extract metals using 
reduction and electrolysis. They will predict products of 
reactions, understand the roles of oxygen and electrons 
in these processes.  

 
 
How parents can get involved: 

• Ask your child whether we should use disposable 
heat packs.  

• Ask your child why electricity is so important in 
terms of producing elements from compounds 

• Investigate rusting and why using potatoes can 
clean rust. 

Chemistry: Chemical Analysis 
Students will study the advantages of using 
formulations rather than pure substances. They will 
then study the reaction conditions and results for 
testing carbon dioxide, oxygen and hydrogen. 

How parents can get involved: 

• Ask your child why we don’t drink cooking oil 
directly but why it is acceptable to have it in 
mayonnaise. 

• Discuss why formula milk is better for babies than 
cow’s milk 

 

Physics: Radioactivity 
Students will look at the history of the atom and study 
the dynamic nature of scientific discoveries. They will 
then concentrate on isotopes and develop an 
understand of how an unstable nucleus leads to the 
emission of three types of decay through half-lives. They 
will write nuclear equations as well as study the impact 
of alpha, beta and gamma radiation on everyday life. 
 
How parents can get involved: 

• Ask why alpha radiation isn’t so bad unless it is 
ingested. 

• Ask why the nurse always hides when taking 
dental x rays 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Separate Sciences: Biology: Plants and 
material cycling  
Pupils will study how plants transport water, minerals 
and glucose through the ideas of active transport, 
osmosis, diffusion and transpiration. They will then 
look at how roots, stems and leaves work together fpr 
these processes.  The water cycle and the carbon cycle 
will be studied in detail so that students can appreciate 
how water and carbon can be transported to various 
different aspects of life for survival. Students will then 
study plant diseases and will be able to compare this to 
animal diseases. 

 
Additionally, students will study how gardeners and 
farmers use waste plants for composting through rapid 
decay of waste 
biological material. 
They will then evaluate 
anaerobic decay and 
biogas generation used 
to produce methane gas 
as a fuel. 

How parents can get involved: 

• Discuss how gardeners protect their plants 
from getting diseases 

• Talk about how you can grow certain plants 
in certain countries far better than in this 
country. 

• Talk about why a potato plant disease led to 
the potato famine in Ireland, which led to 
mass migration of Irish people to America in 
the 1800s. 

• Talk about how certain south-east Asian 
countries use cow manure to make cowpats to 
cook food.  
 

 

Chemistry: Chemical Analysis 
Students will study the advantages of using 
formulations rather than pure substances. They will 
then study the reaction conditions and results for 
testing carbon dioxide, oxygen and hydrogen.  

Additionally, students will study the positive tests for 
anions and cations using various techniques. 

How parents can get involved: 

• Ask your child why we don’t drink cooking oil 
directly, but it is acceptable to have it in 
mayonnaise. 

• Discuss why formula milk is better for babies than 
cow’s milk 

• Discuss why we have fireworks of different 
colours 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 

Physics: Radioactivity 
Students will look at the history of the atom and study 
the dynamic nature of scientific discoveries. They will 
then concentrate on isotopes and develop an 
understand of how an unstable nucleus leads to the 
emission of three types of decay through half-lives. They 
will write nuclear equations as well as study the impact 
of alpha, beta and gamma radiation on everyday life. 
 
Additionally, students will 
study background radiation and 
discover the differences 
between nuclear fission and 
fusion as well as their 
applications. 
 
How parents can get involved: 

• Ask why alpha radiation isn’t so bad unless its 
ingested. 

• Ask why the nurse always hides when taking 
dental x rays 

• Ask why Cornwall and northern Scotland has 
higher background radiation levels but the rest of 
the UK doesn’t.   

Personal Development: 
This half term in Personal Development, pupils will be 
exploring a range of key current affairs through the 
Votes for Schools platform that we subscribe to as a 
school. Topics change each week and are reflective of 
current affairs in the world and the mainstream media.  
Careers: Each week, all Year 10 
pupils will have the opportunity 
to explore a range of post-16 
pathways and careers in order to 
prepare them for their future 
beyond secondary school.  
 
How parents can get involved: 

• Ask your child which career they are interested in 
pursuing in the future. 

• Ask your child what their thoughts are on the 
current affairs being discussed in Votes for 
Schools. 

Option subjects 
 

Art and Design: 3 Dimensional design 
Pupils will continue their coursework component 1 on 
designing and making a sensory children’s toy. 
Component one of their portfolio is worth 60% of the 
student final mark. This term, students will continue the 
designing process and develop their ideas through to a 
finished product. Students’ work in Year 10 and Year 11 
in total show explicit coverage of the four assessment 
objectives;  
 
AO1 – Develop: research, images & artists/ designers, 
A02: Refine: media and techniques, A03: Record: 
record ideas & drawings, and A04: Present: final ideas 
& outcome/s. 
 
This half-term, students will be focusing on developing 
their practical skills on both wood and textiles. They will 
learn how to cut, shape and join different materials to 
make functional products. They will also learn different 

decorative and finishing techniques to improve the 
aesthetics of a product. 
       
Skills pupils will be learning this term: 

• How to attach textile components such as 
buttons, zips and Velcro 

• How to use a sewing machine 

• Embroidery techniques  

• How to use 2D design to cut material using the 
laser cutter 

• How to use the laser cutter 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Business Studies: 
This half term, pupils will study the concept of limited 
liability looking at limited and unlimited liability.  
Pupils will also look at the different types of business 
ownerships such as Sole trader, partnership, private 
limited company. Pupils will then study the different 
factors that influence business location such as 
proximity to: market, labour, 
materials and competitors.  
Lastly, pupils will study the 
impact of e-commerce on 
business location.  
 
How parents can get 
involved: 

• Ensure pupils are completing checkpoints on MS 
Teams. 

• Ask your child to discuss the different types of 
business ownerships.  

 
Computer Science: Programming 
This half term students will be studying 1.1.2-1.2.2 of the 
Computer Science curriculum titled 'Computer 
Hardware.' The following topics covered throughout the 
term are:  

➢ Architecture of the CPU 
➢ CPU performance 
➢ Embedded Systems  
➢ Primary memory and secondary storage 

All the above are essential in 
preparing pupils for Paper 1: 
Computer Systems. 
 

How parents can get involved: 

• Purchase Computer Science CGP revision and 
exam guides (OCR Exam board) 

• Ensure a revision timetable is created and 
followed 

 
Ask your child: 

• What are the main components of a computer 
system? 

• What types of memory exist within a computer? 

• Where can you find embedded systems?  
 

 



 

Creative I-Media: R082: Creating digital 
graphics 
The aim of this unit is for pupils to understand the 
basics of digital graphics editing for the creative and 
digital media sector. They will learn where and why 
digital graphics are used and what techniques are 
involved in their creation. This unit will develop 
learners’ understanding of the 
client brief, time frames, deadlines, 
and preparation techniques as part 
of the planning and creation 
process. 
 
Planning is an essential part of working in the creative 
and digital media sector. This unit will enable pupils to 
acquire the underpinning knowledge and skills needed 
to create digital media products and gain an 
understanding of their application. 
 
How parents can get involved: 

• Discuss how creative media products are 
designed and created in all industries.  

• What is a pre-production document?  

• Ask your child what key planning goes into 
creating a digital media product 

 
French: Les vacances (holidays) 
In this unit, students will focus on the topic of holidays. 
Students will be able to describe where they go on 
holidays, how they travel, where they stay and what 
activities they do as well as learning how to express 
contrasting opinions. Pupils will also consolidate their 
knowledge of tenses (essential to secure high grades at 
GCSE level). There will be a 
strong emphasis on listening and 
speaking skills. 
 
How parents can get involved: 

• Encourage your child to tell and show you 
every week what they have learnt in lesson 
(practising their speaking skills) 

• Help your child to consolidate their learning 
through revision on BBC Bitesize 

• Encourage them to consolidate their 
knowledge through our homework platform 
All-in. 

 
Geography: The Living World 
In this unit, students will learn about the fragility of 3 

main ecosystems (temperate, tropical rainforests and 

hot deserts). Students will gain an understanding of the 

value of resources found in tropical rainforest and the 

impact on the environment and the economy when 

these are removed. They will then consider how this 

environment can be sustainably managed by deep 

diving into the Amazon rainforest whose deforestation 

rates are rapidly increasing despite targets set at 

COP26. Towards the end of the unit, students will learn 

about the Thar desert on the 

border of India and Pakistan, 

considering the challenges of 

economic development in this 

region. 

 

History: Weimar and Nazi Germany  
This half term, students will continue to learn the story 
of Hitler. After seeing how Hitler rose to becoming the 
Fuhrer of Germany, students will examine how Hitler 
turned Germany into a police state and began the road 
to war. Students will examine the increase of political 
violence, anti-semtism 
and persecution of 
minorities, as well as 
examining how life 
changed for Germans 
under Hitler’s rule.  
 
Music:  
This term, students will be focussing on composition. 
Pupils develop a portfolio of ideas, some of which will 
be developed, and one of which will be completed. 
Pupils will discover a range of compositional techniques 
and produce contrasting musical ideas to develop 
compositional expertise. Ideas will be formed by using 
short melodic motifs, chord progressions and rhythmic 
ideas. Pupils can create ideas that can be short or long, 
and pupils will consider the different ways in which 
ideas could form the basis for a complete piece of music. 
Pupils will be introduced to ways to extend, develop and 
shape music that suits different situations. Briefs will be 
used to present pupils with real-life compositional 
challenges that professionals will be faced with in the 
music industry.  

 
Religious Studies  
This term, pupils will study Crime and Punishment in 
Islam and Peace and conflict in Islam, which relates to 
Area of Study 2. Pupils will study 
Muslim attitudes towards justice and 
crime, as well as pacificism, Just War 
theory and Holy War. 
 
Sports Studies: 
Pupils will study 2 units: 

• RO51 Contemporary issues in sport (1 lesson 
per week, theory) 

• RO52 Developing Sports Skills (2 lessons per 
week, practical) 

 
In the unit R051 Contemporary issues in sport. Focus 
this term will be on completing Learning Objective 2: 
Know about the role of sport in promoting values. 
Moving onto Learning Objective 3: Understanding the 
importance of hosting major sporting events. 
 
In R052 students will focus on Learning Objective 3: 
Table Tennis Officiating. They will learn the different 
hand signals and practice them in action by scoring and 
officiating games. 
 

 
 
 



 

Personal Development: 
This half term in Personal Development, pupils will be 
exploring a range of key current affairs through the 
Votes for Schools platform that we subscribe to as a 
school. Topics change each week and are reflective of 
current affairs in the world and the mainstream media.  
Careers: Each week, all year 11 pupils will have the 
opportunity to explore a range of post-16 pathways and 
careers in order to prepare them for their future beyond 
secondary school. 

“Personal development is a powerful 
process that can enable deep, 
positive and lasting change in how 
we see ourselves and the world.” 

 
How parents can get involved: 

• Ask your child which career they are interested 
in pursuing in the future. 

• Ask your child what their thoughts are on the 
current affairs being discussed in Votes for 

Schools.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Year 11 Curriculum 

Key dates: 
Please see below a list of key events and dates for Year 
11. Further details of events will be shared. 

Date Event Details 
28/02/22 
– 
18/03/22 

Y11 Spring Mock 
exams 

Students will sit 
their second set of 
mock exams for 
each subject. 

 

Core subjects 
 
English Literature:  Unseen Poetry and AIC 
This term pupils will complete the final area of their 
Literature studies. We will be exploring unseen poetry 
and analysing them for meaning. This topic will 
amalgamate all the skills our pupils have worked on 
throughout KS4. These poems will be about all and any 
human experience, with a wide breadth of choices. Our 
pupils will have to read these poems critically and write 
compelling essays about their findings.  
 

How parents can get involved: 

• Reading Poetry with your child. This is available 
online.  

• Watching Some of the analysis videos on Youtube 
for unseen Poetry. 

 

English Language: Creative Writing (Language 
Paper 1)  
Pupils will be asked to read and write excellent 
examples of both non-fiction and narrative fiction. This 
term is about exploring unseen texts and replicating the 
methods for effect.  Pupils will need to pay attention to 
their sentence structures and the art of building 
convincing rhetoric to support their ideas. Pupils will 
engage with a variety of non-fiction texts and forms. 
This term will be about identifying the planning, writing 
and editing skills of expert writers and matching their 
attention to detail. It will be about analysing methods 
and explaining the effects in detail.  
 
How parents can get involved: 
• Reading non-fiction texts with your child.  

• Making sure that your child is actively reading at 
home for 1 hour per day. 

• Engage in discussions about world news and 
politics.  

• Try encouraging thinking about other people’s 
perspectives when conversing with your child. 

 
Maths Foundation tier: 
This half term, pupils will be focusing on the shape, ratio 
and proportion topics.  
 
Pupils will also be looking at types of angles, angle facts, 
angles in parallel lines and interior/exterior angles. 
There are exam questions where pupils are expected to 
form equations based on their angle’s knowledge, so 
pupils will be revisiting skills learnt in the Autumn 
Term. 
 
Pupils will also be looking at perimeter, area, surface 
area and volume of shapes. They will spend time 
calculating this for various 2D and 3D shapes and then 

spend time looking at functional exam questions. Some 
of this topic will be re-capping on topics learnt earlier in 
school and then building on prior skills 
 
Pupils will then move on to looking at 
ratio and proportion questions. Ratio 
and Proportion questions make up 
25% of the foundation paper, so this is 
a vital topic for all pupils 
 
How parents can get involved: 

• Remind pupils to look over classwork from 
previous term 

• Use mock QLA to address misconceptions  

• Using Hegarty Maths to practice and build 
confidence with these basic skills 

• Remind pupils to revise thoroughly for end of unit 
tests 

 

Maths Higher tier: 
This half term, pupils will be focusing on the shape, ratio 
and proportion topics.  
 
Pupils will be focusing on Trigonometry where they will 
be using the sine and cosine rule to find missing lengths 
and angles in non-right-angled triangles. They will also 
learn a new formula for area of a triangle. Pupils will be 
given these formulae in the 2022 GCSE exams, but they 
need to learn how to apply them.  
 
Pupils will look at different types of graphs and the 
transformations of various graphs and functions. They 
will look at reciprocal, trigonometrical, cubic and 
quadratic graphs. They should be able to recognise, plot, 
sketch and complete transformation for these graphs.  
 
Pupils will be focusing on the multiplicative reasoning 
chapter this half term. They 
will be looking at the density, 
speed, and pressure formulae. 
Some of these topics may also 
have been covered in their 
science lessons.  
 
How parents can get involved: 

• Remind pupils to look over classwork from 
previous terms 

• Use mock QLA to address misconceptions 

• Using Hegarty Maths to practice and build 
confidence with these skills 

• Looking at graphs in real life context 

• Give pupils time to practice exam questions online 
using websites such as Mathsgenie.co.uk  

• Reminding pupils to revise thoroughly for end of 
unit tests. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Combined Sciences: 
 
Chemistry: Using resources 
Students will continue to study water and how it is 
cleaned and re-used for drinking. They will look at how 
fertilisers are made unused. They will also study rusting, 
phytomining and bioleaching.  
 

 
 

How parents can get involved: 

• Discuss your water bill, see what your water 
comprises on the Severn Trent website 

• Discuss why people love sauces like mayonnaise 

• Discuss how organic fertilisers like manure 
compare to shop bought fertilisers 

 
Physics: Waves 
Pupils will continue to study wave behaviour. They will 
learn the fundamentals of longitudinal and transverse 
waves and then look further at sound waves and the 
electromagnetic spectrum. Pupils will become 
proficient in their properties to explain their uses. They 
will also look deeply at lenses, real and virtual images.  
 

How parents can get involved: 

• Discuss how rainbows and double rainbows are 
made. 

• Compare different family member’s eyesight by 
using their glasses on different texts.  

 

 

 
Separate Sciences: 
 
Students have finished their biology and chemistry 
courses. As such they will focus on their precision 
teaching plan on a weekly basis. 
 
How parents can get involved: 

• Remind pupils to look over classwork from 
previous terms 

• Use mock QLA to address misconceptions 

• Use Teams to check the revision homework set.  

• Give pupils time to practice exam questions online 
using websites such as Mathsgenie.co.uk  

• Reminding pupils to revise thoroughly for Mock 
exams 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Physics: Waves 
Pupils will continue to study wave behaviour. They will 
learn the fundamentals of longitudinal and transverse 
waves and then look further at 
sound waves and the 
electromagnetic spectrum. Pupils 
will become proficient in their 
properties to explain their uses. 
They will also look deeply at 
lenses, real and virtual images.  
 

How parents can get involved: 

• Discuss how rainbows and double rainbows are 
made. 

• Compare different family members eyesight by 
using their glasses on different texts.  

•  

 
Physics: Space physics 
Pupils will review what they already know of the solar 
system. They will then look at the life cycles of different 
types of stars, they will link their study of nuclear fusion 
to what happens inside the star.  
 
Students will then study the effect 
red-shift and how this supports 
the evidence that space itself (the 
universe) is expanding and 
supports the Big Bang theory.  
 
How parents can get involved: 

• Study the stars! 

• Discuss what could happen to our sun as it 
ages.  

 
Option subjects 
Art and Design: Fine Art 
Art and Design: Fine Art 
Pupils will be continuing work on their coursework, 
component 1 worth 60% of their overall grade. Pupils 
will start their individual responses to the title they have 
chosen for their Mock Exam.  
 
Titles are: Hot Weather, Laundry or Confectionery.  
 
Students will record their ideas through photographs 
and observational drawings (AO3) and then develop 
them in the style of their chosen artist’s work (A01). 
Pupils will also develop their knowledge of techniques 
and process linked to their chosen artist (AO2) before 
responding to these influences through an outcome 
(AO4).         
 
 
 
 
 



 

Art and Design: 3-Dimensional design 
Pupils will be continuing work on their coursework, 

component 1 worth 60% of their overall grade. Pupils 

will start their individual responses to the title they have 

chosen for their Mock Exam.  

Titles are Hinges, Frozen, Aquatic life, and Contrast. 

Students will record their ideas through photographs 

and observational drawings (AO3) and then develop 

them in the style of their chosen artist’s work (A01). 

Pupils will also develop their knowledge of techniques 

and process linked to their chosen artist (AO2) before 

responding to these influences through an outcome 

(AO4). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Business Studies: 
Students will be exploring the different ways products 
are produced using either batch, job or flow production 
and their impact on price.  Pupils will understand the 
importance of using just in time (JIT) stock control as 
well as how to manage stock.  Pupils will learn the 
importance of procurement and why it is important to 
have good relationships with your suppliers.  
 

 
 

How parents can get involved: 

• Ensure pupils are accessing slides on MS Teams. 

• Ensure pupils are completing checkpoint activities. 

• Asking pupils what products are produced in 
Subway, Mercedes and at a local jewellery firm.  

• Asking pupils why it is important to keep good 
relationships with your supplier.  

 
Computer Science: 
Pupils will be covering a range of topics, focussing on 

threats to computer systems and network, identifying 

and preventing vulnerabilities. In addition to this 

pupil’s will also be covering ethical, legal, cultural and 

environmental impacts of using computers.   

The list below refers to topics which pupils will cover 

this half term  

1. Malware 

2. Social engineering,  

3. SQL injection  

4. Penetration testing,  

5. Anti-malware software 

6. Encryption and Physical security  

5. Data protection and Computer Misuse Act 

How parents can get involved: 

• Ensure your child is using the OCR Revision Book 
and answering question on the topics in the 
Workbook, which has exam question for J277  

Ask your child 

• What does the term “Social Engineering” mean? 
 
Creative I-Media: 
R091 – Designing a Game Concept 
This half term, pupils will continue working on R091 
which builds on units R081 and R082. Pupils will be 
able to apply the skills, knowledge and understanding 
gained in those units. This unit will enable pupils to 
understand the capabilities and limitations of a range of 
platforms. They will be able to identify core features of 
digital games and gain the knowledge to create a games 
design concept proposal that can be presented to a client 
for critical review. 
 
This unit will also enable pupils to understand the 
basics of planning and designing digital games for the 
creative digital media sector. On completion of this unit, 
pupils will know about different 
types of digital games and where 
they are used, be able to plan and 
design a digital game concept 
and present a game proposal to a 
client or focus group. 
 
How parents can get involved: 

• Discuss how creative media products are involved 
in all industries. (Video games, social media, music 
etc) 

• Ensure that pupils are up to date with all 
coursework and attend all intervention sessions 

 
Drama: 
This term, students will continue to prepare their 
original devised performance for Component 1. 
Students will create a unique and original piece of 
theatre in groups from a given stimulus. These 
performances will be presented to a live audience later 
in the term and will be marked for assessment.  
 
As well as this, students will continue to analyse and 
study the set text An 
Inspector Calls in 
preparation for their 
written exam 
(Component 3). 
 

 
 



 

French: L’environnement  
Students will cover the last module of the GCSE 
specification. In this module, students will learn about 
environment problems as well as steps they can take to 
protect the environment. One lesson a week will be 
dedicated to revisions of all previous modules ready for 
the next set of mock examinations. 
 

 
 
How parents can get involved: 

• Encourage your child to tell and show you 
every week what they have learnt in lesson 
(practising their speaking skills) 

• Help your child to consolidate their learning 
through revision on BBC Bitesize 

• Encourage them to consolidate their 
knowledge through our homework platform 
All-in. 

• Encourage your child to follow the personal 
revision schedule given to them (a copy 
available on Teams) 

 
Geography: Revision 
Due to changes in examinations because of Covid, Paper 
2: Section B no longer needs to be taught. This means 
that students will be revising key knowledge gaps 
identified in the November mocks throughout Spring 1. 
 
The following plan has been shared with students: 
Week 1: Natural Hazards 
Week 2: Urban World 
Week 3: The Living World 
Week 4: Resource Management 
Week 5: The UK Landscape.  
 
History: 
Students will be studying Anglo-Saxon & Norman 
England. This topic covers a short but vital history 
within the history of Great Britain. This half term, 
students will investigate how the English rebelled 
against their new Norman rulers following the Invasion 
by William Duke of Normandy, including the Harrying 
of the North and the rebellion led by Hareward the wake 
in Ely. Students will then move onto examining to what 
extent life in England changed under their new rulers, 
in particular the 
changes to the social 
structure, the 
Domesday book and 
the reforms to the 
English Church. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Religious Studies: Re-teach and revision 
Students will begin re-teach and revision on both Islam 
and Christianity papers to prepare them for their next 
mock exams. All units have now been completed for 
both religions and we will be taking this opportunity to 
close gaps which have been identified from mock exams. 
We will be having a particular focus on exam skill and 
technique as well as knowledge and understanding 
inputs.  
 
Sports Studies: 

• RO51 Contemporary issues in sport final OCR 
exam 10th January 2022 9am. 

• R053 Leadership in Sport coursework (external 
OCR moderation) 10th January 2022. 

In R052 students will develop their skills, techniques 
and use of strategies/tactics/compositional ideas in 
both a team and an individual sport, as well as their 
understanding of the rules to allow them to act in 
officiating roles within an activity. These aspects are all 
practically assessed. There is one final part that involves 
written coursework component, they will consider the 
use of practice methods to improve their performance. 
This unit will again continue until June 2022 when the 
students will have their work externally assessed by the 
exam board OCR. 

Focus this term: 

• Learning Objective 3: Table Tennis Officiating 
(1 lesson) Hand signals and scoring. 

• Learning Objective 1: Developing Individual 
sports skills in Badminton (1 lesson) Decision 
making during performance. 

• Learning Objective 4: Applying Practice 
Methods to support improvements in sport (1 
lesson). Specifically, Types of skill and practice. 

Personal Development: 
This half term in Personal Development, pupils will be 
exploring a range of key current affairs through the 
Votes for Schools platform that we subscribe to as a 
school. Topics change each week and are reflective of 
current affairs in the world and the mainstream media.  
Careers: Each week, all Year 11 pupils will have the 
opportunity to explore a range of post-16 pathways and 
careers in order to prepare them for their future beyond 

secondary school. 

“Personal development is a 
powerful process that can enable 
deep, positive and lasting change 
in how we see ourselves and the 
world.” 

 

How parents can get involved: 

• Ask your child which career they are 
interested in pursuing in the future. 

• Ask your child what their thoughts are on the 
current affairs being discussed in Votes for 
Schools. 

 


